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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Desperate, dark, and violent, this amazingly complex and beautifully written

novelÃ¢â‚¬Â¦offers excitement on every pageÃ¢â‚¬Â• (VOYA). War erupts in this bittersweet

sequel to Of Metal and Wishes, inspired by The Phantom of the Opera.In the year since the

collapse of the slaughterhouse where Wen worked as her fatherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s medical assistant,

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s held all her secrets close. She works in the clinic at the weapons factory and sneaks

away to nurse Bo, once the Ghost, now a boy determined to transform himself into a living machine.

Their strange, fragile friendship soothes some of the ache of missing Melik, the strong-willed Noor

who walked away from Wen all those months agoÃ¢â‚¬â€•but it canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t quell her fears for

him. The Noor are waging a rebellion in the west. When she overhears plans to crush

MelikÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s people with the powerful war machines created at the factory, Wen makes the

painful decision to leave behind all she has knownÃ¢â‚¬â€•including BoÃ¢â‚¬â€•to warn them. But

the farther she journeys into the warzone, the more confusing things become. A year of brutality

seems to have changed Melik, and Wen has a decision to make about him and his people: How

much is she willing to sacrifice to save them from complete annihilation?
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I loved "Of Metal and Wishes". This conclusion to the series felt scattered and left me feeling

unsatisfied. The writer does not name the location of the story so I assumed it was in Asia (I know I

really stretched my mental faculties deciding on Asia...Hello Book Cover!). I saw that someone else

in the reviews thought that the Noor were like the Native Americans and the Itayani were like the

American settlers. I'm not sure how someone could come to that conclusion. I saw that the writer

was a psych major so maybe she meant for this book to be like a Rorschach test... Anyway, in this

sequel, Wen runs away from the factory (in Asia) to Melik's village (a Russian gypsy settlement

somewhere Asia) to warn him that the machines are coming to destroy his village. After a year of

waiting for Melik, Wen is almost completely ignored by Melik and ends up a victim to his mood

swings. Bo continues to drive a wedge between them much like he did in the first book. The whole

thing felt extremely anti climactic. I should have left this one alone. 3.5 stars.

To say that Ms. Fine has outdone her self with this series is not enough. To say how eloquently

written and told this sequel to Of Metal and Wishes is, is still not enough.To say it is a beautiful,

heartbreaking, emotional, and wonderful read that was truly worthy of the first book, still, does not

do this series nor this book justice. But it is all of these things.My heart was repeatedly stomped on,

bruised, healed, ripped apart, and then mended again. Many times I smiled, laughed, loved, cried,

and just felt so many things while reading this. In short, this was a true Fine novel, in all its

wonderful glory.I loved every single bit of this emotional good bye to these amazing characters and

was so thankful that Fine let us take this journey with her. She is an amazing writer and it shows in

all her work. I will not be forgetting this beautiful told twist on a classic that stole my heart and

burrowed deep into my soul.

A wonderful, bittersweet ending to an amazing series. The world-building is just astonishing, the

way Sarah Fine makes her world breathe. Wen is a strong heroine who doesn't need men to protect

her (even if she doesn't fight, she's a healer). I was fearing that the battles would bore me, but since

you see them from Wen's point of view, the drama is just another part of the fighting. Will she

choose Melik or Bo? Am I the only one on team Bo? Yes, he's deformed and a little scary, but he's

so awesome! The scope is much larger this time around, since it is not just confined to one place

but to a whole region and, as with the first part, it shows you that racism is stupid and the Noor are



just as good as anyone. Too bad this is there won't be any more books in this series.

This book was amazing. Of Metal and Wishes had a slow start and, while atmospheric, sometimes

dragged in places, but Of Dreams and Rust has perfect pacing. This sequel has more action, and

the stakes are much, much higher. It also veers enough away from the original Phantom of the

Opera source material to keep us as readers guessing where it might go.Sarah Fine writes

beautifully. She weaves together the lives of her characters in such an impressive way, and I was

completely spellbound from the first to the last page.This duology is definitely one of my favorite YA

steampunk series, and I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys imaginative retellings, emotional

stories, and complicated characters.

I like the story line. Kit had great characters and a sound plot though the ending was a bit rushed

a good way to finish the story.

***Review posted on The Eater of Books! blog***Of Dreams and Rust by Sarah FineBook Two of

the Of Metal and Wishes seriesPublisher: Margaret K. McElderry BooksPublication Date: August 4,

2015Rating: 4 starsSource: ARC sent by the publisherSummary (from Goodreads):War erupts in

this bittersweet sequel to Of Metal and Wishes, inspired by The Phantom of the Opera and called

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“relentlessly engrossingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• by The Romantic Times.In the year since

the collapse of the slaughterhouse where Wen worked as her fatherÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s medical

assistant, sheÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s held all her secrets close. She works in the clinic at the weapons

factory and sneaks away to nurse Bo, once the Ghost, now a boy determined to transform himself

into a living machine. Their strange, fragile friendship soothes some of the ache of missing Melik,

the strong-willed Noor who walked away from Wen all those months agoÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•but it

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t quell her fears for him.The Noor are waging a rebellion in the west. When she

overhears plans to crush MelikÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s people with the powerful war machines created at

the factory, Wen makes the painful decision to leave behind all she has

knownÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•including BoÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•to warn them. But the farther she journeys into

the warzone, the more confusing things become. A year of brutality seems to have changed Melik,

and Wen has a decision to make about him and his people: How much is she willing to sacrifice to

save them from complete annihilation?What I Liked:Bittersweet, indeed. The synopsis says it all. I

am very pleased with the ending of the series, with this novel, but I can't help but feel slightly sad



about this book. This book ripped me to shreds, and by the end, I was in emotional disarray. So

much happens to Wen, from zero to one hundred to zero and back to one hundred again, in so

many aspects of her life. There were things with which I was not entirely pleased, and there were

things that melted my heart and made me smile. This book was a pleasure to read, even in its

bittersweet loveliness.This novel picks up a year after Of Metal and Wishes ends. Melik and the

other Noor have left, and Wen stays with her father to continue aiding the injured in the factories,

and keeping Bo company. A year passes but Wen never stops thinking of Melik. As the war draws

closer, Wen makes the decision to warn the Noor. But when she is captured by the Noor and taken

into Noor territory, she begins to realize that there is no good or bad side to the war - the Noor are

just as guilty as the Itanyi in hurting and killing. Melik does not seem to be the same Melik who left

her. But Wen is determined to lessen the pain and suffering of the war, and she wants to help the

Noor. But the war could cost her everything that she loves, and more than she is willing to lose.I

loved Of Metal and Wishes, and I was really excited to see that this series would only be a duology,

and nothing longer. While I found this book to be bittersweet (especially towards the end), I

absolutely loved the book. There are scenes that I can pick out from memory that made my heart

hurt, in a good way. So many sweet scenes. So many heartbreaking ones.Wen is a brave and

strong character, in her own way. She isn't physically strong, like a Noor soldier, but she is mentally

strong and capable. She is more than willing to offer her services as a doctor/healer to the Noor who

are injured throughout the journey and in the war. Wen is scared and indecisive sometimes, and she

is kind and selfless. What really bothered me about her was her indecisiveness in some situations,

but it wasn't childish indecisiveness. I liked how Wen thought, how she approached situations, even

if I didn't like how she wavered. She figures things out on her own pace and terms.Melik! It's not too

long before Wen and Melik are "reunited". I put that in quotes because while they are brought back

together in terms of physical distance, there is an emotional barrier between them. Melik is forced to

take Wen to his Commander and his General, as she is Itanyi and in Noor territory. It broke my

heart to see how Wen was treated by some of the Noor soldiers, even as she cared for them. But

Melik did his best to take care of her subtly, though she did not always notice. Melik! He lost and

loses so much, yet he never stops fighting for his home, his family, his people.I love how different

the Itanyi and Noor are. I love the way Fine creates both cultures and people, how different the

customs and traditions are. This leads me to comment on the world-building - this series has a

setting that I've never read or seen before. I think Fine does an amazing job of creating the world

and setting, especially for it to be so lush and original. Most of this book takes place in Noor

territory, and I really enjoyed seeing things in the Noor world, with Noor customs. Fine masterfully



creates this world, setting, characters, plot. The Noor world is a harsh one, and there is some

violence and gore that really lends to the reality and harshness of the world and war.This book is

relatively short, but a lot happens in this story. The war is brewing and storming, and eventually,

everyone must stand and fight. The war is inevitable, but Melik's, Wen's, and even Bo's role in the

war is surprising, each one. I like the direction of this story, and I like how the climax kept building

until the end.The end! Oh, it was somewhat sad! For several reasons. There were some deaths,

there were some death scares, there was a lot of pain and sadness. So much grief to pass around,

yet the ending itself - the last few pages - were very uplifting. Honestly I think this book ended very

well, but like I've been saying very bitter-sweetly! I loved the ending.The romance was achingly

beautiful! I feared a love triangle with Bo and Melik vying for Wen's affections and Wen caught in

between, but I didn't really find that to be the case. There is only one man that captured and held

Wen's attention from the start of the series. Bo and Wen are friends, and it is clear that while Bo

might see Wen differently (since she is the only female he ever sees), he is meant to be a strange

(and strange one, at that). Melik and Wen simmer and burn together, breaking each other's hearts

and having me swoon left and right.Overall, I really enjoyed this book. This is my seventh Sarah

Fine novel, and it is just as one would expect from Sarah Fine! She is so talented.What I Did Not

Like:Like I mentioned above, I didn't like Wen's indecisiveness in some matters. I can't say more,

but I wish Wen were the tiniest bit more decisive sometimes? And the Itanyi in general are poor at

communicating. You all can do better! But this is something that makes the Itanyi the Itanyi, and

Wen wouldn't be herself otherwise!Would I Recommend It:I would totally recommend this novel! I'm

not even sure how to categorize it, it's so distinctive and original. I absolutely love the world-building,

characters, romance... there is something that could draw just about everyone! I really enjoy Sarah

Fine's books in general, but there is something about duology that I like the most!Rating:4 stars.

Another Sarah Fine success! Up next for me is Claimed, and then Burn, and then Fated. And then

The Impostor Queen! I have yet to read a Sarah Fine book I didn't enjoy. That's not a challenge!
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